Abstract: Text-To-Visual speech (TTVS) synthesis by computer can increase the speech intelligibility and make the human-computer interaction interfaces more friendly. This paper describes a Chinese text-to-visual speech synthesis system based on data-driven (sample based) approach, which is realized by short video segments concatenation. An effective method to construct two visual confusion trees for Chinese initials and finals is developed. A co-articulation model based on visual distance and hardness factor is proposed, which can be used in the recording corpus sentence selection in analysis phase and the unit selection in synthesis phase. The obvious difference between boundary images of the concatenation video segments is smoothed by image morphing technique. By combining with the acoustic Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis, a Chinese text-to-visual speech synthesis system is realized.
Introduction
Visual speech means the movements of visible articulatory organs of the speaker, such as lips, tongue, jaw, facial muscles, etc. Both audio speech and visual speech are produced by the movements of articulatory organs, so there is an inherent relationship between them. Visual Speech synthesis by computer can increase the speech intelligibility, whether in a clean or noisy environment. In noise background, visual speech is equivalent to increase 11dB acoustic signal-to-noise ratio [1] . In human computer interaction, text-to-visual speech synthesis can make the human computer interface (HCI) more friendly, especially for hearing-impaired people.
During about 30 years of visual speech synthesis, two different synthesis approaches have been developed. One is the parameter control approach or we can call it model based approach [2−6] , and the other is the data driven approach or we can call it sample based approach [7−10] . In the first approach, we need to build a 2D or 3D face model first, then define the visual parameters for the key frames or every viseme, and create these parameters for every video frame. At last, we use these control parameters to drive the face model for visual speech synthesis. The advantages of parametric approach include the easily changing face model, small database size, and universal parameters for different models. The disadvantages include that the synthesized result is always with some artificial effect, and its high computation complexity makes it hard for this approach to simulate the dynamic characteristic of visual parameter.
In the data driven approach, we need to build an image sample database first, select the proper image samples from database based on some energy function, and then carefully concatenate these images together to produce a new visual speech. Data driven approach gives a more realistic result, and it is much like a particular individual.
The shortages of the data driven approach include the requirement of building a huge sample database, and the fact that the synthesis quality is proportional to the size of the database. Consequently, if we want to change the face model from one person to another, we must rebuild the entire sample database for that person, which is extremely tedious.
More recently, some people try to combine the advantages of parameter control approach and data driven approach [11−13] . Face model is animated by control parameters, but these parameters are obtained by the data-driven approach. These approaches could preserve the dynamic properties of face movement, but still need a realistic face model and a good animation algorithm.
Chinese language is syllable-based, which is quite different from phone-based western languages. Phonemes in Chinese language include initials and finals, and they have clearly different roles in pronunciation. Some Chinese text-to-visual speech synthesis systems have been built in recent years [14−18] . But up to now, all of them are built with model based approaches. In this paper we present a Chinese text-to-visual speech based on data-driven approach. First we construct two visual confusion trees for Chinese initials and finals respectively. Then we give each phoneme a hardness factor and propose a co-articulation model for data-driven visual speech synthesis. Third, we optimize the unit selection cost function and design the recording corpus according to our co-articulation model.
Finally, by combining with our acoustic text-to-speech synthesis, we realize a Chinese text-to-visual speech synthesis system. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how to estimate the viseme parameters and how to
Visual Confusion Tree
In order to find the similarity between every phoneme to another, we estimate MPEG-4 defined Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) for all Chinese phonemes. Considering the different role with initials and finals, we measure parameter distances and construct visual confusion tree within each group.
Estimation of FAPs from orthogonal view
A viseme is a visual correlate to a phoneme and defined in MPEG-4 as follows: Viseme is the physical (visual) configuration of the mouth, tongue and jaw that is visually correlated with the speech sound corresponding to a phoneme [19] . MPEG-4 has also defined 68 Facial Animation Parameters (FAP), which can be used to describe almost any facial expression in our daily life. We select 28 parameters from MPEG-4 defined FAPs (FAP#3~14, FAP#16~17, FAP#44~47, FAP#51~60) to describe Chinese visemes [18] .
To estimate FAPs for Chinese visemes, we extract Chinese static visemes for initials and finals according to their roles in syllable [20] . Because the initial phoneme is always in the beginning of a syllable and has very short time duration, we extract the static viseme for initial on the beginning of the acoustic speech. On the other hand, final phoneme has the time duration almost as long as the whole syllable and has a steady state in the middle of the pronunciation, so we extract the static viseme for the final on the middle of acoustic speech.
In visual speech analysis and synthesis, some people use 2D parameters, ignore the 3D information [21, 22] ; some people extract 3D viseme parameters by 3D face model, but constructing a 3D face model by multi-camera technique has many unsolved problems, such as the synchronous problem and the difficulty to guarantee reconstruction precision [23, 24] . In order to estimate 3D FAPs from video and avoid the difficult 3D re-construction, we use a mirror to acquire two orthogonal frontal and profile views simultaneously [25] . 
Construction of visual confusion tree
The difference of every viseme to other viseme is represented by the square of Euclidian distance between their FAPs:
(1)
where Fap(i,n) is the nth FAP value for viseme i.
For different person, the FAP values may have some difference, but the distance between corresponding viseme should be similar. So we normalize FAPs from different person by the maximum distance between all pairs of visemes, and the normalized distance becomes:
Visual confusion tree is constructed as follows. First, every phoneme is defined as the leaf of the tree. Then the two elements that results in the least increase of total square error are merged. The error increase of merging branch i and j is defined as:
The merging procedure is repeated until all of the branches are merged to only one tree trunk.
The resulting visual confusion tree for the initial visemes and final visemes are show in Fig.2 . The visual confusion tree is constructed as follows. First, every phoneme is treated as the leaf of the tree. Then the two elements that results in the least increase of total square error are merged. The error increase of merging branch i and j is defined as:
In data-driven visual speech synthesis, the co-articulation model is different from that used in model based visual speech [2] . Because in data-driven approach, we must select proper image samples from sample database, so we cannot change the parameters continuously. Cosatto [9] gives a co-articulation model based on video frame, but it is hard to decide the frame length of co-articulation for every phoneme, and the large sample size makes the unit selection very slow. Huang [26] gives a co-articulation model based on tri-phone, but some times the co-articulation effect runs longer than tri-phone, especially
in Chinese. Figure 3 shows two different mouth shapes for
final /e/ in the same tri-phone environment. This is because they have different preceding and upcoming finals out of the tri-phone.
(a) wu-de-xiu (b) da-de-xiong Fig.3 Different mouth shapes in the same triphone Kshirsagar [11] solves the co-articulation problem by using visual-syllable, phonemes are classified by phonetic knowledge and 900 'demi-visyllables' are used to cover various co-articulation phenomena. The limited number of visual-syllable inevitably results in some un-match in the concatenated boundary. Edge's model [12] selectes various length units by similarity of phonetic timing and context, and parameter distance is smoothed by weighted blending.
Cao [13] gives a co-articulation model based on 'Anime Graph' search which could find the most smoothing trajectory of visual parameters. All of these approaches treat vowels and constants equally, and rely too much on visual parameters of adjacent phonemes.
In every Chinese syllable, there is usually an initial and a final, but some times there is no initial. In our concatenating visual speech synthesis, we use syllable video as a concatenated unit. But if we use syllable as co-articulation model element, the number of co-articulation unit would be unacceptable. This is because there is about 417 syllables in Chinese language, even for a tri-phone model, the number of tri-phone would be 4173.
Be aware of that the main duration in a syllable is covered by the final, we use the final as a selection unit and use the phoneme as a co-articulation element. Every final is affected by two to four phonemes: the preceding final, preceding initial (if exist), upcoming initial (if exist), and upcoming final. Visemes for some phoneme are easy to be affected by adjacent visemes (such as /d/, /g/, /j/), but visemes for some phoneme are nearly not affected by adjacent visemes (such as /b/, /p/, /f/). We give each viseme a hardness factor between 0 and 1. The larger the factor is, the less it is affected by others.
The whole co-articulation model is given by comparing the visual similarity of two syllables in the co-articulation environment:
where VD i,j is the visual distance from any selecting syllable j to target syllable i (We force two syllable have the same final); H t =Max(H t,i ,H t,j ), t={−2,−1,+1,+2}, gives the maximum hardness factor of i,j for preceding final, preceding initial, upcoming initial and upcoming final respectively (0≤H
gives the visual distance preceding final, preceding initial, upcoming initial and upcoming final in the target environment and selecting environment respectively. The distance between composite finals (such as /ia/ and /iou/)
is defined as the largest distance between all possible pairs of finals.
According to Eq.(4), we can precisely compare the visual difference from one syllable to another. We can select the optimal corpus text in the analysis phase and the optimal synthesis unit in the synthesis phase.
Framework of Data-Driven TTVS
An effective synthesis approach is always based on analysis. So the framework of our data-driven text-to-visual speech synthesis contains two phases: analysis and synthesis, which is shown in Fig.4 Fig.4 Text-To-Visual speech framework need to select the proper corpus text, record video, and audio speech. After facial feature points tracking and audio labeling, we extract the mouth area images and save them in database. At the same time, we estimate the head pose and mouth shape parameters from these feature points and save them too in database. And then, we extract some video as background video. In the synthesis phase, with a given text, we synthesize the audio wave data by our Chinese TTS and get phonemes and their durations from TTS. By using the phonetic label and mouth shape data from database and our co-articulation model, we select the proper mouth image samples from image database. If the mouth shape parameters between two concatenated frames are large, we smooth the transition by the image morphing technique, and then stitch these mouth images with background video by cross fading technique according to pose data. At last, the image sequence and the wave data are rendered synchronously.
In Section 2, we have mentioned the problem of facial feature points tracking. The pose estimation algorithm we use is similar to Cosatto's in Ref. [10] that uses four eye corners and two nostril points to estimate the head pose.
To keep the audio label as precisely as possible, the audio label is currently done manually in our system. So in the analysis phase we only discuss the question of corpus selection.
In the synthesis, Viterbi search is used for unit selection on the whole sentence as mentioned by Huang in Ref. [26] . The difference is that our selection of the unit is based on the co-articulation model presented in Section 3 instead of tri-phone in Ref. [26] . The cross fading stitch technique could be found in Ref. [7] , and here we will only discuss the problem of morphing transition on boundary images.
Corpus selection
As mentioned in Ref. [9] , in data-driven visual speech synthesis, the size of the database is directly related to the quality required for the animation. In order to make the database as small as possible under the given quality, we must select the record corpus carefully. According to the co-articulation model, we need to cover as many co-articulation environments possible. We select visual speech corpus from our TTS corpus, which contains more than 5,000 sentences and about 50,000 syllables. For every sentence under selection, we select the nearest syllable in the current corpus according to our co-articulation model, and compute the average visual distance over all syllables. In every cycle, we add the sentence with the largest average visual distance into the current corpus until the given minimum distance is reached or maximum sentence or syllable number is reached. The select criterion is given as follows:
where n i gives the syllable number in sentence i; k′ gives the nearest syllable for syllable k in the current corpus, and Add gives the sentence number added to corpus in one cycle.
Morphing transition
Due to the limit of samples in image database, some times the frames to be concatenated may have obvious difference in shape and texture. This will result in some jerk in synthetic video. We smooth this kind of difference by image morphing technique.
Let A, B denote the two image frames to be concatenated, S A , S B denote their shapes, then they can be defined by the vector of positions of all feature points. Let ) 5 . 0 , 0 ( ∈ α denote the smooth factor, S A′ , S B′ denote the shapes after smoothing, then we have:
) 1
After the shape smoothing, we need to smooth the texture between the concatenated boundary images. Let I A , I B denote the texture of two image frames to be concatenated, so I A (x,y) denotes the image data in point (x,y) of image A, then the smoothed image data can be calculated by: (10) where
. T AA′ , T AB′ , T BB′ and T BA′ denote the mapping matrixes from S A to S A′ and S B′ , S B to S B′ and S A′ for every triangle of the two images. These mapping matrixes can be calculated by solving six linear equations on the six vertexes of the two corresponding triangles. Figure 5 gives the original two image sequences to be concatenated (up row) and the smooth results (low row).
The transition between two sequences becomes more like each other after smoothing. The larger the smooth factor, the smoother the result, but the resulted images take more co-articulation effect, and look like none of the original A B images. In practice, the factor is usually between 0.2 and 0.3.
Experimental Results
In our experiments, we estimate 8 groups of the viseme data from 3 persons, and the visual confusion trees are built from those viseme data by the approach described in section 2.2. Figure 1 shows one of the facial feature point tracking results, and Fig.2 gives the final visual confusion trees of the Chinese phoneme of intial and final.
After building those visual confusion trees, visual distance between visemes could be found from the tree, and the co-articulation model could be built. The hardness of each viseme can be desired by phonetics knowledge, but it is more reasonable to acquire by experiment. One approach is to estimate the magnitude of the dominance function in Cohen's co-articulation model [2] . With 10 test sentences (total 383 frames), we compute the average relative mouth height and width differences between the synthesis images and the origin images (using natural height and width as reference). Table 1 shows the experimental results of our co-articulation model and the tri-phone model. Clearly, our model is better than the common tri-phone model. Figure 7 shows the video of Chinese sentence 'ni hao (hello)'synthesis by our system. Another synthesis result could be found on http://media.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/~wangzm.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a Chinese text-to-visual speech system based on data-driven approach. First, we develop a method to build a visual confusion tree by FAPs estimated from facial feature point tracking. Based on the visual confusion tree, we propose a co-articulation model for data-driven visual speech synthesis. Our model can deal with the co-articulation effect better than the tri-phone model, in which the influence of preceding and upcoming phones on current phone is determined by a hardness factor. In text-to-visual speech synthesis, we focus on two key problems: corpus selection and transition morphing. By selecting the corpus based on our co-articulation model, we minimize the unit selection match distance under the given corpus size. By triangle-based image morphing, we realize a smooth transition between different video segments.
Up to now, the data-driven approach has the most realistic visual speech synthesis result. It can be used to generate a virtual newscaster for movie dubbing or to help the hearing-impaired children learn language. In order to make the synthesis visual speech more like a real human speaker, we have to simulate visual prosody of human speech, which includes the patterns of head movements, gestures and body movements. Graf [27] has studied the relation between speech and head movement. But to achieve a good visual prosody prediction, further study on the prosodic structure of the text should be considered, which is a really tough question in text-to-speech system.
